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Cognitive Metaphors in Advocating Political and Extremist Views1
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Abstract The article analyzes how allusive cognitive metaphors (ACMs) function as a
persuasive narrative strategy in contemporary social media–fueled storytelling cultures. The
ACM is a concise way of combining intertextual and metaphorical meaning-making for use
in viral storytelling. Well-known works of fiction function as a shared baseline that can be
easily alluded to. This narrative-metaphorical strategy has been adopted especially frequently
by populists and online groups advocating extreme ideologies, one of the prominent and
influential cases being “the red pill,” coined by the antifeminist manosphere. The popularity
of ACMs suggests that the interpretive contexts and target texts that narrative scholarship has
grown accustomed to are changing, and that scholars of narrative and fiction need to adapt to
the new challenges stemming from the ever-expanding digital sphere.
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During the first few decades of the new millennium, a storytelling boom has been integrating

narrative into the Western way of life. What might have seemed to be the start of narrative

empowerment, with social media enabling the endless telling and sharing of stories, has

turned sour in the context of post-truth, fake news, and the recent hype over conspiracy

theories. The storytelling boom has given rise to critical voices (Salmon 2010; Fernandes

2017; Meretoja 2018; Mäkelä et al. 2021), but academics have been slow to recognize the

boom’s impact on narrative and narrative scholarship. This article analyzes intertextual,

allusive narratives that exploit metaphorical intrigue and virality. I suggest that a rhetorical

narrative strategy, the allusive cognitive metaphor, is effective in conveying viral ideological

content in contemporary storytelling environments. The allusive cognitive metaphor (ACM)

has been adopted in recent years in cultural and political debate to advocate and spread views

efficiently in a meme-like fashion. This strategy presents a challenge for the study of

1 I am grateful for the helpful comments and suggestions from Samuli Björninen, Matti Hyvärinen, the
appointed reviewer, and both the special issue and the journal editors.
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narrative: the ACM represents a broader cultural shift of how people understand and utilize

storytelling. Narrative studies must revise its methods to tackle new forms of storytelling

ensuing from this shift in the forms, uses, platforms, and tellers of influential narratives.

The ACM is simultaneously the pinnacle and the antithesis of the storytelling boom:

ACMs are encapsulated in concise phrases and memes that evoke vast amounts of narrative

matter using both allusions and metaphors; they are persuasive but confuse discourses as they

insinuate much, yet often enunciate little, thus handing responsibility and power to the

interpreter; they are easily distributed as phrases or visual cues that can be adjusted to suit

different ideological purposes; and they have been adopted in recent years especially by

political populists and extremists. In ACMs, allusions to fiction become associated with real-

world events and evoke a deterministic, metaphorically loaded masterplot (Abbott 2008) to

guide the perception of reality. The ACM of the “red pill” is a case in point.

In May 2020, billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk urged his then thirty million Twitter

followers to “take the red pill,” ending the tweet with a rose emoji. The media was perplexed,

assuming that Musk, who had been attacking and defying the US government due to the

COVID-19 restrictions on businesses, was insinuating a leftist conspiracy (see, e.g., Rao

2020). This interpretation required explanation—but none was offered by Musk. Many

recognized, to be sure, that the “red pill” alludes to the sci-fi film The Matrix (dir. the

Wachowskis,2 1999) and its now iconic scene of epiphany about the actual state of the world

behind the simulation. In the film, the protagonist becomes aware of a conspiracy in which

intelligent machines have subjugated humankind as slaves living in a blissful virtual reality.

The protagonist is made to choose between two different pills representing different destinies:

to take the red pill means to realize the dreadful truth; to take the blue pill is to keep on living

2 Lilly and Lana Wachowski are siblings who work as film directors and producers. They are trans women who
have later said that The Matrix, their first box-office success and directed when they were still known as “the
Wachowski brothers,” is a trans allegory (see López 2020).
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a lie. The protagonist chooses the red pill and frees himself from the virtual reality to become

a messianic figure who challenges the conspiracy. It is a story we have heard time after time,

a recurring masterplot of the underdog rising to greatness and becoming the “chosen one” to

fight for truth and justice, but the ACM of the “red pill” crystallizes the masterplot into a

single compact discursive item that works as a verbal or visual metaphor for an epiphany.

The alleged culprit of Musk’s conspiracy is hidden in the rose emoji. On Twitter, the

rose has come to signify allegiance to left-wing politics and especially to the Democratic

Socialists of America. The rose connects the conspiracy narrative to left-wing politics

without making explicit claims. Musk signals that people are aware of the alleged conspiracy

and capable of unmasking this foul play, and Musk challenges others to accept there actually

is a conspiracy. One of the most influential people in the world thus poses as the one who

understands a hidden truth, implying that all who do not accept the premise are mindless

slaves. Then again, Musk did not explicitly say as much, which makes disputing or even

explicating the claims especially challenging.

Using the red pill as an ACM is not one of Musk’s inventions but a common figure in

far-right activism—in particular the far-right activism that takes the form of radical

masculinity movements known collectively as the manosphere. What is meant by the red-pill

ACM differs. For the manosphere, taking the red pill signifies the revelation of a feminist

conspiracy against men; the alt-right has adapted it to accuse conspirators of the liberal left.

For white supremacists, the red pill functions as a metaphor for their anti-Semitism; also,

conspiracy theorists in general have started to use the red pill to explain the struggle for their

perceived truths (Marwick and Lewis 2017; Nagle 2017; Brigley Thompson 2020). The red

pill is an embodied metaphorical image that everyone can experience and relate to but also an

empty vessel to be filled with the ideology of one’s choice. Thus, the discourse of the red pill,

such as it is, poses a dilemma for the study of narrative: how should one study emergent
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narratives, their unexpected hybrid forms, and their implied meanings in a field of

crisscrossing communicative and rhetorical affordances when we actually have no narrative

to analyze, just a heavily charged discursive fragment?

In this article, I analyze how narrative allusion3 and cognitive metaphors can work

together to evoke masterplots and other narrativization processes in the viral storytelling

environment. I study what is novel about this collaboration and how separate devices create a

hybrid narrative strategy that entices audiences into narrative meaning-making. I propose

three arguments:

1. The allusive cognitive metaphor is a persuasive and efficient narrative strategy
that spreads virally and is easily adapted to suit different purposes.

2. Allusive narrative strategies such as the ACM thrive in the ongoing storytelling
boom, when the affordances of narrative, metaphor, and viral storytelling
blend successfully into new hybrid forms of storytelling and narrative.

3. Narrative scholars cannot analyze the storytelling boom and fully contribute to
the ongoing cultural debate about, for example, post-truth and digital
citizenship without adapting their own methods to the interpretation of these
new hybrid forms.
This article will consider narrative allusions and cognitive metaphors and the synergy

of their affordances in the contemporary viral storytelling environment. I will analyze the red

pill as an archetypical ACM, and examine other prominent contemporary cases as well, from

leftist online hacktivism to Donald Trump’s rhetoric. Finally, the article will address some of

the methodological and ethical challenges of modern narrative theory: the affordances of viral

storytelling bring forth hybrid narrative strategies that complicate the processes of narrative

interpretation and analysis while also creating the need for a skilled and informed

interpretation of contemporary political phenomena.

3 By using the term narrative allusion, I wish to emphasize the way allusion activates other texts and, in the case
of ACMs, masterplots and the narrativization process, as well. I will discuss the terminology of intertextuality
more thoroughly in the next section.
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Allusion and Cognitive Metaphor and Their Affordances
In delineating the concept of the ACM, my aim is not to revolutionize our understanding of

intertextuality or cognitive metaphors but to analyze how these discursive phenomena find

synergy in hybrid forms. To understand why the ACM has vast potential to distribute

ideological meanings, I want to begin with a brief analysis of the ACM’s components and

natural habitat—the viral storytelling environment.

Intertextuality, coined by Julia Kristeva originally in 1966 (see Kristeva 1980) to

explain the complex rhetorical dynamics between texts, is often understood as synonymous

with allusion, despite Kristeva’s rejection of the association (Machacek 2007: 523–24). In

everyday language use, we “allude” when referring to something indirectly, sometimes only

by hinting or through omission. In traditional allusion studies, allusion is considered a

reference and a concrete link between two texts, allowing the study of intertextuality and

bidirectional meanings. When one text alludes to another, both texts are simultaneously

activated. Simultaneous activation enables elements and meanings from the earlier text to

enrich and amplify the current text (Ben-Porat 1976: 116–17; Perri 1978: 289–90). Naturally,

allusions work as a two-way dynamic, the current text also influencing the earlier text, but

classic allusion studies tend to disregard the reinterpretation of these earlier works in the light

of new meanings made by the alluding text (Hebel 1991: 139). From the perspective of

narrative studies, an allusion in a text is not in itself exciting, but the meanings created in

simultaneous activation are. How is the text that makes the allusion changed by the presence

of another text? How does the interpretation of the text alluded to change when that text is

called out into a new textual domain?

I suggest that a concise allusion is enabled to guide the narrativization of a

phenomenon through this simultaneous activation of texts, as the alluded text may activate a

masterplot to (re)structure the alluding text. H. Porter Abbott (2008: 46–47) describes
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masterplots as the “skeletal and adaptable” narrative models that are the basis for much of our

identity work and value base but “often work in secret, influencing us without our wholly

realizing it.” Abbot’s archetypical case of a masterplot is Cinderella: “Its variant can be found

frequently in European and American cultures. Its constituent events elaborate a thread of

neglect, injustice, rebirth and reward that responds to deeply held anxieties and desires. As

such, the Cinderella masterplot has an enormous emotional capital that can be drawn on in

constructing a narrative” (46). While some masterplots can become universal, there are also

competing masterplots that offer a range of takes on life and promote different values (47–

48). The ACM could be described as a synecdoche for a masterplot where a single utterance

summons through allusion a masterplot to describe the world around us. On the other hand,

allusions and how they are interpreted simultaneously work back on the masterplot and laden

it with new meanings.

In the influential article “Allusion,” Gregory Machacek (2007) condemns the

theoretical use of allusion for its lack of clarity. Machacek finds the terminology used

insufficient to describe the variety of types and uses of allusion. Terms like borrowing, echo,

and source create nonreciprocity between texts, reducing alluding works to mere repetitions.

Machacek (2007: 525) proposes to divide allusion into learned or indirect reference and

phraseological adaptation, with both concepts highlighting the ways in which shared cultural

kinship must be activated (see also Page 2018: 22). Allusions can enable the experience of

unity when the reader shares the cultural references made by the author, or they can be a

method of differentiation when common ground is not found. Intertextual references can help

to build communities as a shared cultural backdrop and align the communities “with the

political implications and connotations of the references themselves” (Nguyen 2021: 99).

Allusions can thus become collective guidelines for communities of like-minded individuals.
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Machacek (2007: 526) explains the curious way phraseological adaptations work: “An

integrated verbal repetition treats pre-existing phraseology almost as a sort of physical raw

material that can be cut, reworked, and incorporated into a new setting—like scraps of paper

glued to a collage or fragments of stone set into a mosaic.” For Machacek, the dividing factor

between learned references and phraseological adaptations is in the way these forms of

allusion are experienced, if they are experienced at all. Learned references are more visible,

and if the alluded text is not known to the readers, those readers are likely to feel acutely that

they are missing out on something. Phraseological adaptation, on the other hand, can be more

easily missed as the adapted phrase blends into the alluding text (525). The ACM, as I define

it, resembles more a learned reference than phraseological adaptation insofar as it often

utilizes well-known works of popular culture. The prominent status of the works alluded to

makes them accessible even if we are not acquainted with the works intimately, allowing for

vague allusions. In the service of analytical contrast, I will also analyze an example of an

ACM resembling more a phraseological adaptation in its precise way of alluding to a certain

phrase. It also seems that metaphorical elements, like embodiment, allow readers to enjoy the

more obscure references, even when not fully understanding their contexts. The ACM

oscillates between Machacek’s allusion types, which is why I use the term allusive.

Moreover, I use the concept narrative allusion to emphasize the way the ACM activates the

particular texts alluded, the shared cultural masterplots, as well as the narrativization process

in general.

Metaphors can be understood as essential prerequisites for abstract thought (Goatly

2011: 261). The history of metaphor is broad and multifaceted (see Ricoeur 2003) but in this

article, I focus on the cognitive metaphor proposed by George Lakoff and Mark H. Johnson

(1980) in Metaphors We Live By and further developed by Elena Semino (2008) and Zoltán

Kövecses (2017). Lakoff and Johnson explain how human experience can be used as a
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concrete domain that allows people to understand the more abstract phenomena in life

through metaphor.4 To describe this process, Lakoff and Johnson proposed the term

conceptual metaphor, alternatively referred to as cognitive metaphor. I find the latter term

more precise and connected to the cognitive study of narrative. In cognitive metaphor theory,

the static vehicle and tenor of classical metaphor theories are replaced by a broader source

domain and target domain (Fludernik 2011: 3; see also Kövecses 2017: 13).

Metaphors, narratives, and allusions between narratives are intertwined in human

discourse. Richard Garner (1990) notes that allusion and metaphor share a similarity in their

mechanics, which would suggest the concepts coincide naturally. Jens Brockmeier (2015:

84–85) suggests that metaphor is always surrounded by stories and thus is “embedded in a

narrative milieu”: metaphors have narrative potential as they generate narratives in their

wake, and they additionally call on narratives to explain their meanings. Also, the potential

interplay of intertextuality and metaphors has been identified: Jörg Zinken (2003: 509)

suggests that intertextual metaphors are particularly original and “motivated by the speaker’s

adaptation to a certain cultural structure or substructure, which provides specific imaginative

resources.” Marco Caracciolo, Andrei Ionescu, and Ruben Fransoo (2019: 223; see also

Caracciolo 2017) propose that creative metaphors derived from literature often have the

potential to have a greater impact on their audiences in contexts in which “the combination of

source and target domain is novel and emotionally impactful; readers’ viewpoint on the target

is more likely to be affected.” Intertextuality and fiction can give weight to a metaphor and

deepen its reach. I argue that both narrative allusions and cognitive metaphors are narrative-

cognitive devices that activate narrativization and undercurrent masterplots.5 But the ACM is

4 Even if disregarded by Lakoff and Johnson, their theory shares similarities to Max Black’s (1962) interaction
theory.
5 Metaphor scenario, coined by Andreas Musolff, shares similarities with the ACM. Musolff explains:
[Metaphor] Scenarios are mini-narratives that include a “conclusion” or “solution” that seems to be ethically
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not something that can be purely explained by looking at the separate pieces of the puzzle—

they must be looked at as a unit.

In recent years, populist rhetoric has been a vital domain for cognitive metaphors. As

is the case in political discourse, such rhetoric “both direct[s] and constrain[s] the audience’s

understanding by drawing on certain metaphorical themes” (Pilyarchuk and Onysko 2018:

99). Metaphors can be easily used both in teaching new concepts and “to deceive or

manipulate an audience” (Breeze 2020: 13).6 The way narrative allusions activate texts can be

described by drawing from the work of Caroline Levine (2015: 6–7), who notes that different

forms afford “both the particular constraints and possibilities,” allowing them to somewhat

supersede context situatedness (see also Hutchby 2001). Elsewhere, I have analyzed along

with my colleagues from the Dangers of Narrative research project how understanding the

affordances of form “could result in a more ethical and rhetorically sound storytelling,” and

that different narrative forms—especially when cooperating with other (for example, social or

institutional) forms—may carry latent risks irrespective of the storyteller’s intentions (Mäkelä

et al. 2021: 141–43). In the ACM, we see different forms—cognitive metaphor and narrative

allusion—cooperating, and their affordances amplifying one another, summoning masterplots

and ushering in narrativization processes.

Allusive Cognitive Metaphor in the Viral Storytelling Environment
Many mechanics of the ACM are not novel: something similar to how the ACM works as a

synecdoche for a masterplot can already be seen, for instance, in medieval heraldry, where

correct, self-evident and practicable at the source level, and is presented analogically as equally “good” in all
respects at the target level. Its inferences are suggested to the hearers or readers as convincing topic
explanations, on account of their seeming evidentiality, and thus “naturally” lead to recommendations for
specific problem-solving actions. Such inferences deriving from metaphoric scenarios are in the first place
context-specific, “emergent” conclusions, which over time can become crystallized into figures of thought that
are taken for granted in a discourse community. (Musolff 2016: 312)
Musolff’s “metaphor scenario” is kindred to the ACM, but allusive qualities strengthen the element of narrative
guidance in the ACM: alluded works are like instructions on how to understand the cognitive metaphor.
Narrative allusion enables a more comprehensive but at the same time precise meaning-making.
6 Naturally, a new concept taught can also be dubious or even dangerous.
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the family crest would tell the story of a nation or its ruling house. Also, literary history is

filled with cooperations of allusion and metaphor, like “tilting at windmills” or “the White

Whale,” which would activate a masterplot upon use. Nevertheless, contemporary viral

storytelling gives the combination of narrative allusion and cognitive metaphor meme-like

qualities that make them easier to use and share and quicker to grasp. Instead of the elaborate

insinuation we see in heraldry, the ACM in the viral storytelling environment is about

reaching the masses. This is why the ACM usually alludes to popular culture, such as

blockbuster films and other works of fiction that are globally well known and easily

recognizable.

As insinuated, the ACM is in many ways similar to an internet meme. Limor Shifman

(2014: 7–8) defines the internet meme “as (a) a group of digital items sharing common

characteristics of content, form, and/or stance; (b) that were created with awareness of each

other; and (c) were circulated, imitated, and/or transformed via the Internet by many users.”

Memes, an important visual method of online communication since the 1990s, have been

described as being “like a funhouse mirror for culture and society, reflecting and refracting

the anxieties and preoccupations of a variety of social groups across a series of national

contexts” (Miltner 2017: 413). Internet memes can be used just for amusement, but they have

proven their worth also in politics, activism, and advertising (Miltner 2017; Literat and

Kligler-Vilenchik 2019). A useful, crystallized definition of Internet memes that helps us to

understand how ACMs differ from memes has been made by Asaf Nissenbaum and Shifman

(2018: 29): “In short, memes allow the individual to use a collectively created template to

deliver a personalized message.”

ACMs share many qualities with internet memes, but instead of working simply as a

template, ACMs are more heavily tied to the alluded work. Even though memes use popular

culture just as avidly as ACMs, this often US-centered pop culture serves simply as a
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background—“merely as wallpapers”—for memes (Nissenbaum and Shifman 2018: 306).

With the ACM, the alluded work guides the interpretation, enriching it with meaning. In fact,

the ACM seems to share the same kind of affordances as the hashtag: by using the same

hashtag, people can “imply a will to speak with each other, but they do not necessarily say

the same thing” (Literat and Kligler-Vilenchik 2019: 1991). Whereas “viral” content is

something that is shared unchanged and the “meme” is changed or altered before posting it

(Shifman 2014), the ACM seems to fall somewhere between these categories.

Having discussed two essential elements of the ACM, what is still missing is the way

of distributing the allusive narrative strategy efficiently, so I turn to social media and its

affordances as a viral storytelling environment. Online social media platforms allow

potentially millions of people to join in on producing, consuming, and reproducing a story

(Page 2018: 2). The digital public sphere has the capacity for quick but often uncontrollable

distribution that might work in unanticipated ways when something is posted or shared (see

Sampson 2012). Paul Dawson and Maria Mäkelä (2020: 22) suggest that social media

narratives differ from those studied in narrative fiction: “Rather than structured aesthetic

artefacts, narratives on social media are the product of self-organizing networks without a

central design: they emerge from the logic of connective action.” Storytelling on the internet

challenges the conception of narrative and calls for a methodological revision for us to fully

understand strategies like the ACM.

Ruth Page (2018) sees new avenues for intertextuality in social media forms—like

hyperlinks and hashtags—and multimodal forms—like memes that combine images and

captions. Page (2018: 22; see also Dawson and Mäkelä 2020) explains how interpretation and

the power of the reteller are highlighted in online storytelling and sharing: “For example, as

an intertextual referent is recontextualized, it can open up many different kinds of new

interpretations for the tellers and their audiences. The recontextualization can involve greater
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or lesser creative input from the co-tellers, who may leave the referent relatively unchanged

or may alter it significantly.” This recontextualization is prevalent in the ACM, which can

fluctuate between contexts and be altered for different audiences while remaining connected

to the undergirding masterplot activated by it. To illustrate this complex dynamic, I return to

an exemplary social media ACM case, the red pill.

“The Red Pill” as Allusive Cognitive Metaphor
Despite initial high hopes that the emergent digital world might be an egalitarian space,

constructed hierarchies, like gender, race, class, and sexuality are reproduced in digital

platforms (Vickery and Everbach 2018: 10; see also Nissenbaum and Shifman 2018). Debbie

Ging and Eugene Siapera see “a new and uniquely toxic turn in gender politics” (Ging and

Siapera 2018: 2) that is supported by men’s rights activists relying on social media

affordances, like anonymity and echo chambers, in a similar fashion to the alt-right (Ging

2019). The culmination of men’s rights activism that rests upon social media affordances is

the manosphere, and it uses the ACM of the red pill.

The manosphere is an online ecology that consists of fragmentary men’s rights

advocacy groups across the internet (Ging 2019). The term manosphere, coined in a singular

blog post in 20097 and gaining traction over the past decade, is vague: in its broadest

interpretation, it encompasses all masculine-related online activities—support groups, hobby-

related forums, and also feminist male communities—but what are often referred to in public

parlance are radical, vocally antifeminist groups.8 These different groups’ hostility toward

7 The original blogpost is not available anymore but the origin story as been recorded to many academic and
popular sources (see Nagle 2017; Ging 2019).
8 Debbie Ging’s (2019: 644) analysis shows the manosphere consists of five different interest groups: Men’s
Rights Activists, the Men Going Their Own Way movement, the Pick-Up Artist Community, traditional
Christian conservatives, and gamer/geek culture. As Ging notes, this classification is partly artificial due to
overlaps between the different groups, and it has several weaknesses: for example, only part of gamer and geek
culture shares manosphere views. This classification also seems to associate different tier groups: the Men
Going Their Own Way movement is a rather clear-cut group encouraging men to delve into developing
themselves instead of marrying or sometimes even dating women, but Men’s Rights Activism is a complex
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feminism is particularly highlighted in their specialized, shared vocabulary (Marwick and

Caplan 2018). Demographically, the manosphere is populated by young, white heterosexual

males (see, e.g., Zuckerberg 2018). Its participants are known to employ discourses of sexual

violence, rape threats, and online harassment campaigns (Gotell and Dutton 2016; Jane 2017;

Marwick and Caplan 2018), but beyond that, many of the groups are avid storytellers. I have

analyzed elsewhere the manosphere’s attempts to reinterpret the Western canon of literature

(Nurminen 2019) and how manosphere groups use counternarratives to justify their

misogynistic worldviews (Nurminen 2020). Leaning on the affordances of social media and

digital culture (see, e.g., Ging 2019) has led the manosphere to adopt sophisticated narrative

strategies to recruit new members.

The social media site Reddit’s subreddit /TheRedPill hosts over 1.7 million registered

users. This largest manosphere community, quarantined by Reddit with warnings of shocking

content, is named after the manosphere’s core philosophy shared by the radical groups. As

explained earlier, the red pill alludes to the science fiction film The Matrix: the red pill

signifies a conspiracy that a person has gained exclusive knowledge of. While in the film the

conspiracy is led by devious machines exploiting humankind, the manosphere insists that

feminism is a conspiracy aiming to subjugate men—especially conservative, white,

heterosexual men.

The red pill has become the manosphere’s symbol and underlying philosophy insofar

as it is used to interpret real-world events and create a common ground for its loyalists. On

different sites, users tell stories about their “red pill moments.” Ging (2019: 653) calls red-pill

narratives “mobilizing and reifying narratives of personal suffering to build affective

cluster of groups. I am willing to accept Ging’s conclusion that the various groups of the manosphere are almost
identical in their ideology and that they exaggerate “their differences in displays of infight posturing” to jockey
for power (644). I propose, however, that the manosphere should be defined more clearly to avoid clustering all
masculinity-related online activities as part of the same online ecology.
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consensus about an allegedly collective, gendered experience, namely men’s position in the

social hierarchy as a result of feminism.” As Dawson and Mäkelä (2020: 23) have suggested,

emergent storytelling is created on social media by individuals, but virality makes it possible

for such stories to become “macro-level narrative distinct from the narrative elements

observable at the micro-level.” The individual red-pill narratives shape both the red-pill

metaphor and the masterplot it activates: every individual narrative on the micro-level

contributes to a macro-level narrative, lending the abstract notion of the red pill a concrete

form, delineating its usual plot and loading it with cultural weight. But what makes the red

pill highly transmittable is how it acts as an ACM.

The ACM of the red pill alludes to an iconic moment of a well-known work of fiction

that is known also to people who have not seen the film: in the early 2010s, the “What if I

told you?” Internet meme alluding to The Matrix and its revelation of conspiracy scene

became popular across the internet. The allusion activates The Matrix essentially as a classic

underdog story, which is a universal masterplot in its own right: a ragtag bunch of rebels

righteously defying an evil enemy and the unlikely geeky hero rising from a white-collar desk

job to become the leather-coated savior of humankind with superhuman kung fu skills.

Having analyzed underdog stories in relation to terrorism, Lois Presser (2018: 87) suggests

that this type of story “arouses us because it put us in mind of a deep sense of wrongful

vulnerability in the world only to assuage that sense through triumphant, transcendent action.

The story tells us that we are both more powerful and less alone than we imagined

ourselves—to be less alone, but also special.” To claim to have taken the red pill is to claim

to be special—someone who sees the truth behind a claimed conspiracy. Naomee-Minh

Nguyen (2021: 112) has noted in studying Asian American activists that intertextual

references enable people “to infuse their stance with the implications of the references

themselves, which has the effect of elevating the authority of their stances.” The Matrix
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makes the digital inhabitants of the manosphere feel like righteous rebels in their crusade

against feminism and allows them to act in morally questionable, misogynistic ways.

While working as a powerful narrative allusion, the red pill simultaneously has

qualities of a cognitive metaphor. Małgorzata Waśniewska (2020: 68) connects the red pill to

the TRUTH IS MEDICINE cognitive metaphor that appears most commonly in the phrase “a

hard pill to swallow.” The red pill is thus also an embodied metaphor that emphasizes the

need for a new concept like the ACM. For example, Zinken (2003: 509) claims that

intertextual metaphors commonly do not invite bodily experience. Yet the red pill is indeed

heavily embodied: the red pill enables one to experience what the protagonist in The Matrix

feels: what it feels like to see, take, and swallow the bright red pill; what it feels to be

“unplugged”—another widely used manosphere metaphor—from the comforting simulation

to a cold harsh reality; but also what it feels like to be a nearly omnipotent rebel, who hurts

and even kills without consequence. The narrative allusion allows the ACM to access a

common narrative backdrop for the manosphere in ways that activate a bodily storyworld

immersion (see Ryan 2001; Caracciolo 2014). Storytelling can use a set of shared beliefs to

create a sense of loyalty and administer emotions as part of the readerly experience—even

create “a constraining collective myth” (Salmon 2010: 74). The red pill signifies a righteous

resistance, but also encourages the members of the community to see their chosen adversaries

as evil and thus deserving of merciless attacks. It also signals an impending victory for their

cause: as Abbott (2008: 58) explains, masterplots can be seen as “coded narrative formulas

that end with closure.”

As I explained earlier, the ACM oscillates between the learned reference and

phraseological adaptation proposed by Machacek. I understand this oscillation to be the result

of its hybrid form, since the metaphorical elements diminish the need for its users to fully

understand the intertextual reference made. The ACM also acts similarly to phraseological
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adaptations in its fluidity between different settings: for example, “the red pill” that has been

adopted and adapted at least by alt-right white nationalists and conspiracy theorists to support

their identity work and recruitment processes (see Marwick and Lewis 2017; Nagle 2017;

Kelly 2017; Brigley Thompson 2020). Partly this spreading is due to the overlap in ideologies

and memberships between the diverse groups, but the red pill is also an effective tool of

persuasion and argumentation. This particular ACM carries exceptional narrative potential to

be applied for different purposes—as we saw in the case of Elon Musk’s personal battle

against COVID-19 restrictions.

The ACM is able to harness the affordances of narrative allusions, cognitive

metaphors, and viral storytelling: the term describes the intersecting cooperations and

collusions of these affordances that generate effects which no one piece of the puzzle could

explain on its own. The ACM is easy to distribute, laden with meanings, and deceptively

simple but difficult to argue against: much is insinuated and alluded to, but little is actually

said. In the case of the red pill, the discovery of such a potent strategy by the manosphere is

part luck, part determinate effort and interest in narrative meaning-making. In fact, the radical

manosphere has taken its interest in narrative so far—and claims its adversaries have too—

that it talks about waging “narrative warfare” (see Nurminen 2019). The ACM can be seen as

a weapon in this war, but the ACM is, however, also used in other contexts, as the following

examples demonstrate.

Partial Successes and Misfires in Using the ACM
While the red pill is an archetypical ACM, it is not an isolated incident but rather a

particularly successful occurrence. Through the following case studies, I will analyze the

ACM and its affordances.
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The ACM Is Context-Specific, Concise, and Uses Popular References to Gain
Virality
A defining national moment of the Finnish political scene was the historic 2011 victory of the

right-wing populist Finns Party, formerly the True Finns, in the parliamentary election, a

victory that transformed a previously marginal party into the third biggest in the country. The

experienced party chair Timo Soini showcased his renowned rhetorical skills when

addressing party supporters and encapsulated the shocking chain of events into a single

phrase: “Dear friends, there came a big thump!” (Hyvät ystävät, tuli iso jytky). “The thump,”

or jytky in Finnish, became a catchphrase for the Finns Party’s success. The phrase was

adopted by the media and others to transmit a broad range of information and emotions—

positive or negative depending on the political standpoint—cost-efficiently, in the space of a

single word.

Soini consolidated the political party’s foundation by infiltrating the Finnish

language, but chose not to utilize an available intertextual opportunity. The word jytky is

referred to in the title of Finnish expressionist artist Tyko Sallinen’s painting Jytkyt (1918;

The Barn Dance), which depicts a barn dance and the thumping of feet hitting the floor.

Curiously, the allusion was not explicitly activated by Soini, despite the fact that the Finns

Party had vowed in their election program to only support nationalistic art rather than the

work of artsy postmodernists.10 Sallinen’s painting would have been a fitting work to allude

to, but “the thump” seemed to work well on its own. The original Finnish word jytky connotes

both the rural and the archaic, qualities in obvious accord with conservative populist party

claims to be the voice of the people. The word, like its English translation, is onomatopoetic,

conveying a rough and dull sound that is metaphorically fitting for the shocking success of

the party. Even without the allusion to the painting depicting a dance, “the thump” signals

10 This stance on art can be found in the extended Finnish version of the Finns Party’s Election Programme for
the Parliamentary Election 2011 (Finns Party 2011).
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motion and noise, but also activates the cognitive metaphor CHANGE IS MOVEMENT. But

why not lean more heavily on the Sallinen painting that would complement these qualities?

“The thump,” I want to argue, has ACM qualities not fully actualized, because the

Sallinen painting lacks public legibility among the general Finnish population. “The thump”

of the Finns Party was a context-situated success that leaned heavily on the phrase’s

metaphorical meanings but also its onomatopoetic and archaic appeal. These effects could

never be fully translated, making “the thump” an exclusively Finnish phenomenon. Even if it

were to evoke the Sallinen painting as a reference point, the painting’s international obscurity

would limit the appeal of “the thump” abroad. “The thump” has been successful without a

narrative allusion, as it is highly metaphorical, but this invites the question whether with a

different intertextual reference point, there could have been a wider success in signaling the

rise of right-wing conservative populism globally.

ACMs are context-specific, but they expand their reach by alluding to well-known

works of fiction and popular culture. This broad allusiveness allows the ACM to be concise:

the red pill often needs no explanation. The ACM is so concise that a range of tellers with

opposing aims can use it while both the source narrative alluded to and the masterplot

activated remain the same. As a narrative strategy, the red pill can thus be easily used by both

the manosphere and Elon Musk, each for their own purposes. The “thump” remains isolated

in a specific context because of the language barrier, but more importantly, it has no well-

known work to allude to and no clear masterplot to turn to. Its potential for wider audiences

must be left untapped.

The User of the ACM Is Required to Have Intimate Knowledge of the Alluded
Work
Donald Trump’s use of metaphor in political speech has been analyzed thoroughly: Kateryna

Pilyarchuk and Alexander Onysko (2018: 100–19) have found Trump using, for example,
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animal metaphors to evoke fear and distrust toward immigrants, while also depicting himself

metaphorically as a constructor. This latter metaphorical meaning-making is connected to

Trump’s wall project, a project that became famous during the 2016 presidential election

when Trump pledged, if elected, to expand the existing Mexico–United States barrier—the

wall. The wall is a meaning-laden word metaphorically and intertextually. It alludes to

historical walls from the Great Wall of China and the Berlin Wall to the Western Wall in

Jerusalem, and it has fictive reference points in works such as the album The Wall by the

psychedelic rock group Pink Floyd. Trump’s wall turned out to be a project he had little

success in advancing, yet Trump kept rallying support for his pet project. One of the more

confusing attempts was seen in January 2019, when a picture was posted on Trump’s (2019)

Instagram account of the president hovering above a section of the wall and the text “The

wall is coming.”

Trump’s post uses a phraseological adaptation that alludes to George R. R. Martin’s

fantasy novel series A Song of Ice and Fire (1996–) and its television adaptation Game of

Thrones (2011–19). The cycle depicts the power struggles of different families trying to

claim the throne of the continent of Westeros and fend off the looming supernatural threat of

the Others. This threat is ominously echoed in one of the main families’ motto, “Winter is

coming,” which became a catchphrase for the fans of the television adaptation in particular.

On the other hand, “the Wall” is an important structure in Westeros, separating the known

world from the wild lands and the Others. This is surely “the Wall” many would think of

when coming across recent allusions to a wall.

By alluding to the phrase “Winter is coming,” and even adopting the font used in the

series, Trump ends up dabbling with an ACM, with poor results. News outlets and Game of

Thrones fans greeted Trump’s adaptation with ridicule (e.g., Heritage 2019). “The wall is

coming” is awkward, as it lacks even the basic knowledge about the alluded work. The ACM
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replaces the word winter, which in the world of Westeros is something to be dreaded, not to

be anticipated. In advocating for the wall, Trump uses implicit cognitive metaphors like

COMMUNITIES ARE CONTAINERS and IMMIGRATION IS FLOOD (Pilyarchuk and

Onysko 2018), but when we consider how miserably the Wall in Game of Thrones tumbles

down in the seventh season because winter has finally come, Trump is dooming the wall

before it is even finished.

When members of an audience are confronted by a narrative allusion they are not

familiar with, they might still enjoy the ACM as a metaphor. On the other hand, one can

become familiar with a widely used reference without being familiar with the original text—

many understand what “the White Whale” signifies without having read Herman Melville’s

Moby-Dick (1851). But when the user of an ACM demonstrates a lack of knowledge of the

work alluded to, this obvious ignorance might entice counterreactions from audiences

familiar with the work. I suggest that Trump’s demonstrated lack of familiarity with the work

alluded to prevents the effective use of the ACM. Trump’s “The wall is coming” attempts to

carry the inevitability of the original statement and use its catchiness to gain popularity for

the widely criticized wall project. It would seem that Trump—or maybe more accurately, his

social media team—treats the picture and phrase as a meme, and therein lies its downfall.

This ACM fails to create metaphorical continuity, as it contradicts the original work and

seems to fail to understand it, bringing out affordances of viral storytelling in an unwanted

way: as social media allow ACMs to spread effectively, they also enable just as decisively

people to contest and ridicule a haphazard ACM. If I were to speculate, Trump would have

fared better using the phrase “Winter is coming,” with or without the photo of the wall, and

leaving the people to do the narrativization.
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The ACM Can Also Be Visual Instead of Textual
Another example of an ACM is the Guy Fawkes mask, alluding to Alan Moore and David

Lloyd’s graphic novel V for Vendetta (1982–89) and its film adaptation (dir. James

McTeigue, 2005), but made famous by its use by antiestablishment activists. V for Vendetta

tells the story of a dystopian, totalitarian Britain and an eloquent revolutionary clad in a Guy

Fawkes mask named V, who incites an uprising against the corrupt government. Guy Fawkes

was a conspirator of the Gunpowder Plot, a famous assassination attempt on James I of Great

Britain in 1605. Having ACM qualities, the mask has become a frequent emblem of left-

leaning political activism, most notably as used by the hacktivist group Anonymous.

Anonymous is a global hacker movement with no centralized leadership, known for

cyberattacks on organizations the movement deems somehow morally dubious. The

movement began its actions already in 2003, but it became famous around 2008 following a

series of pranks and cyberattacks against the Church of Scientology. Since then, Anonymous

has launched activities against governments, companies, child porn distributors, copyright-

advocating entities, terrorist groups, and various other organizations. Anonymous’s actions

have led to the arrests of activists in several countries. After having slowly faded into the

background in the late 2010s, the organization was revitalized in 2020 by the wide public

reaction to the murder of George Floyd. Anonymous members often wear Guy Fawkes masks

when posting video messages about their actions, and they also use the recurring phrase: “We

are Anonymous. We are Legion. We don’t forgive. We don’t forget. Expect us.” While the

masks and the way the videos often imitate a news broadcast allude to V for Vendetta, the

recurring phrase is original. Textual allusion is not needed in the wake of such an iconic

visual cue.

In studying V for Vendetta’s allusions to other fictive works, Wojciech Lewandowski

(2020: 97–98) notes that intertextuality can transmit “political and social ideologies or
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agendas” that both enhance the work’s message and give it context. V for Vendetta is a way

for Anonymous to signal a righteous rebellion against corrupt establishments, although this

stance is questionable, at least when it comes to attacking copyright-protecting organizations.

The ACM of the Guy Fawkes mask has similarities to “the red pill,” but the works alluded to

differ: in The Matrix, innocent bystanders are hurt nonchalantly in the name of a greater

good, while in V for Vendetta the attacks are directed more clearly against evildoers. These

two narrative allusions import differing actantial roles: in The Matrix the red pillers are the

chosen ones, while in V for Vendetta the emancipation belongs to “all of us.” The cognitive

metaphor behind the Guy Fawkes mask is thus POWER IS PEOPLE.

An allusion helps to map out a literary work’s genre (Machacek 2007: 531), and it can

be seen as working analogously when referring to events in the actual world: the Guy Fawkes

mask symbolizes resistance, and it has been adopted by different activist movements oriented

especially toward the left-wing politics. The ACM of the Guy Fawkes mask actualizes the

masterplot of people resisting corrupt leaders. It also epitomizes how the ACM requires no

words at all to spread. Then again, the Guy Fawkes mask is not a perfect ACM: it has

metaphorical continuity, as it signals resistance to corruption and authority; it has a well-

known work of popular culture to allude to, but it still lacks coherence in its target. I suggest

that the lack of phraseological adaptation makes it more difficult to designate the use of the

ACM. Who is using it and to what end? I would argue that a visual cue is maybe even more

easily adaptable to different causes than a phraseological adaptation, but it is not as precise as

a tool for meaning-making: while often used in left-leaning antiestablishment rallies, Guy

Fawkes masks were also present in the 2021 attack on the United States Capitol instigated by

right-wing extremists. Based on this specific example, I hypothesize visual symbols to be

more fluid in meaning-making, perhaps connecting them more closely to memes and their

affordances, but more in-depth inquiry on this aspect is required.
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ACMs have found particular success in their use by populists and movements of the

radical far right, but as a narrative strategy, the practice has no necessary ideological

allegiance. One example of this mobility is the at least partly actualized ACM of the “fight

club,” which alludes to David Fincher’s film Fight Club (1999), adapted from Chuck

Palahniuk’s novel of the same name (1996). The satire that is clearly present in the novel has

been lost as the film has inspired alt-right and neo-Nazi groups but also antifascist

movements to establish “fight clubs.” When author Chuck Palahniuk was asked in an

interview what he thought about the sporadic online culture of sexually frustrated young men

called involuntary celibates—or incels—quoting Fight Club, he noted that the book was first

adopted by the online pickup artist community:

It’s fascinating that the group that can’t get laid is now adopting the same language. It

shows how few options men have in terms of metaphors: a skimpy inventory of

images. They have The Matrix—there’s a lot of red pill, blue pill stuff—and they have

Fight Club. The only other thing is Dead Poets Society, where men go into a cavern

and say poems to each other, and they’re not going to adopt that. (Beaumont-Thomas

2018)

But if we believe Palahniuk that Dead Poets Society will not do, from what narrative sources

might we expect the next ACMs to emerge? The ACMs seem to allude to popular Hollywood

films, many of which could be categorized as works of speculative fiction. Todd Phillips’s

thriller film The Joker (2019), which offers an origin story for the well-known Batman

villain, comes to mind: the film was received with both plaudits and grave concern as people

recognized in it yet another potentially harmful inspirational model for angry young men.

Could and should narrative scholarship participate in analyzing potentially dubious narrative

uses of the ACM? This is one of the pertinent challenges and opportunities presented for us

by the viral storytelling environment.
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Narrative Studies’ Methodological Challenges amid the Storytelling
Boom
The past decade has been defined by oscillation between modes of hopeful belief in the

power of narratives and the troubling climate of post-truth. Scholars have called this

contemporary interest in narratives a storytelling boom (e.g., Salmon 2010; Fernandes 2017;

Mäkelä et al. 2021). This boom is manifested especially well on the internet and in its

storytelling environment, which is a double-edged sword: the internet offers us seemingly

endless amounts of data, but these data are also forced upon us. As our realities are flooded

with constant flows of information, interpretation becomes a pressing matter: who really

understands what is going on, or at least claims to do so, like Elon Musk with the ACM of the

red pill?

The affordances of fast-paced, viral storytelling make easy explanations of

complicated social phenomena more and more enticing: intriguing narratives and

interpretations are easier to digest and share than the boring and complex reality—especially

when the status quo contradicts one’s views. Andreas Musolff (2019: 8) comments on one-

sided framing in political discourse: “Complaints about ‘lies’ or about wrong, exaggerated or

misleading representations of ‘facts’ are, as we have seen, futile if they assume that the

political public is chiefly interested in receiving ever more facts.” This is why the president of

one of the most powerful nations could make up alternative facts that his followers want to

hear, and why conspiracy theories, like QAnon, find supporters explaining an otherwise

chaotic reality using scapegoats. The border between the storytelling boom and storytelling

doom seems to be fragile, and this is also the slippery storytelling environment where the

ACM thrives.

As I explained earlier, the ACM is not a new form of allusion or cognitive metaphor;

it is rather an intersection of these structures’ affordances that thrives in a viral storytelling
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environment. I have elsewhere argued that “the omnipresent urge to tell and share

experiential stories results in collisions between the narrative form and other forms, such as

those of the social media,” creating “unwanted or unsolicited effects” (Mäkelä et al. 2021:

141). To illustrate my analysis of the ACM, I turn to an analogy derived from physics. The

superposition principle’s classic example explains how two waves equal each other’s sum

when overlapping in space. The overlapping waves develop individually, but nevertheless

they have a hidden potential in working together. It is possible that the waves move in

different phases, dampening each other out in destructive interference—a principle used in

sound-canceling headphones to fight sound with sound. However, if the waves have similar

phases, they achieve constructive interference, creating a large wave instead of two small

ones. This somewhat simplified explanation showcases the way allusion and cognitive

metaphor can amplify each other’s affordances and have a greater impact in their overlapping

than they do when kept distinct. This is not to say that the cooperation of allusion and

cognitive metaphor is unheard of—we have had our “white whales” and such in the past—but

affordances of the viral storytelling environment give the ACM extra leverage. If allusions

and cognitive metaphors are the waves that combine their efforts, the internet has taken over

the space that surrounds these waves and allows their movement. The viral storytelling

environment and its affordances give the ACM the momentum that is required for it to

spread. The ACM in its prime, like in the case of the red pill, is a big wave, and it moves fast.

It has been noted that literature has globally lost “its role as a major source of ideas

and directives for sociocultural activity and consciousness,” and this loss of cultural authority

necessitates changes in literary studies’ methods and perspectives (Even-Zohar, Torres Feijó,

and Monegal 2019: 27). One of the main pressure points seems to be how the internet, social

media, and viral storytelling are taking over much of the narrative space traditionally reserved

for literature. Nevertheless, narrative scholarship has the competence to explain the
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storytelling boom and its narrative strategies, and to contribute actively to societal

discussions, but this requires adopting some of the perspectives outlined in this and other

affiliated essays.

As the analysis of the ACM suggests, contemporary narrative strategies are often

known to us but repurposed within new contexts with unexpected consequences. While, for

example, narratology most often presumes stable and limited target texts like novels and short

stories, the viral storytelling environment hosts narratives and narrative strategies that can

quickly mutate and expire. In addition, the storytelling boom has meant that businesses,

organizations, and media are increasingly interested in stories, and social media has given

storytelling a sense of empowerment that we would do well to meet with critical analysis and

reservation. Yet narrative scholarship operates upon its own presumptions as well. For

example, social scientific narrative scholars, while well versed in understanding everyday

storytelling, have unintentionally treated counternarratives as benevolent, even though

narrative strategies do not discriminate among types of goals (Hyvärinen 2020; Meretoja

2020; Nurminen 2020). In tackling the viral storytelling environment, narrative scholarship

would do well to venture into even more comprehensive collaborations among its various

schools.

But does scholarly intervention on the use of narratives also require ethical—or even

political—positioning? For example, the majority of the cases studied in this article are

derived from groups aligned with right-wing politics, which could be interpreted as a political

statement. Are we to go about categorizing interest groups into storytelling boomers and

storytelling doomers? Hanna Meretoja (2017: 91–92) writes: “There is nothing in stories to

guarantee that their possible ethical potential will be actualized. Narrative form does not

make a narrative either inherently harmful or beneficial; instead, its ethical value is
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contextual: that is, dependent on how the narrative is interpreted and put to use in a particular

social, historical, and cultural world.”

Now interpretation is a pressing matter when we try to understand the storytelling

boom, and our data-filled, fast-paced reality can be misused by individuals—be they radicals,

politicians, marketers, or maybe even social media influencers—to gain authority for their

agenda. This is where the analytical interpretative skills of narrative scholarship could

balance the scales. Sometimes it can be an ethical choice for a narrative scholar to not take a

political stance but simply force the magician to reveal the trick. People can still become

radicals, but they are not unknowingly wooed into extremism with smoke, mirrors, and

ACMs.

Conclusion
When Elon Musk controversially tweeted the red pill as an ACM, Ivanka Trump,

businessperson and senior adviser to their father, then US President Donald Trump, was one

of the more famous supporters of Musk’s tweet. Supporters responded enthusiastically to

Musk’s demand by tweeting: “Taken!” By claiming to have taken the red pill, Ivanka Trump

embraced the position of the witty one who understands the alleged hidden undercurrents of

power. Ivanka Trump—along with other supporters rushing to red pill themselves—also

made Musk’s claim become more credible. By borrowing the ACM of the red pill from

online extremists, Musk was able to cultivate uncertainty and doubt against the government,

but in an elaborate, pass-the-buck way that seems to require a whole article to fully explain.

Lilly Wachowski, one of the directors and writers of The Matrix, tweeted a vexed response to

both Elon Musk and Ivanka Trump: “Fuck both of you.” Yet in many ways, the damage was

done, as literary theorists understand well: narratives are shaped by their interpreters, and
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narratives create our reality. The ACM allows people to interpret and experience a whole

conspiracy narrative in a simple phrase.12

This article has analyzed the use of ACMs and offered notions of how this allusive

narrative strategy utilizes colliding affordances that in collaboration gain synergy and become

more than the sum of their individual parts. The ACM is a concise way of combining

intertextual and metaphorical meaning-making to be transmitted in the viral storytelling

environment in a meme-like fashion. It is easily shared and adapted, as it often uses well-

known works of fiction to create common conceptual ground. As we have seen with the case

of the red pill, this narrative strategy has been adopted especially by populists and online

groups advocating extreme ideologies.

Through this analysis, I have offered perspectives for narrative scholarship facing

methodological challenges in the flux of the ongoing storytelling boom and—as I have

playfully put it—doom. The viral storytelling environment requires scholarship to analyze its

own predispositions: the interpretative contexts and target texts we have grown accustomed

to have gained challengers from the ever-expanding digital sphere. Extensive scholarship and

collaboration among different schools of narrative study can offer coherence for the chaotic

nature of the storytelling boom and contribute to social discussions. When contemporary

narrative strategies at their worst disregard scientific knowledge and use fictions to bend facts

in order to encourage hatred and violence, scholarship has the opportunity and obligation to

rise to the challenge of limiting the persuasiveness of these forms.

Daring a last glance at The Matrix, when the protagonist is asked to choose between

the red and the blue pill, a narrative is hinted at by Morpheus, the protagonist’s future mentor.

12 However, the long-waited fourth film in the Matrix-universe, The Matrix Resurrections (dir. Lana
Wachowski, 2021), has been analysed as an attempt to “un-redpill America” (Robertson 2021). Time will tell if
the new installment will effect the use of the red pill ACM in any way but I remain skeptical.
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It is of consequence that Morpheus uses an allusion from Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures

in Wonderland (1865) to leverage the choice: “You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland

and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.” The rabbit hole is in a sense an ACM filled

with the promise of adventure and intrigue, so the protagonist’s choice is obvious. The

question remains as to whether a scholarly intervention, interpretation, and understanding of

the ACM would make the choice fair.
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